Chapter 5
Con lusion
The entral aim of the thesis is to develop a formal method for understanding ele tron
transport along mole ular hains with arbitrary number of units ontaining embedded
redox enters. Thus the whole problem an be studied by on entrating on several subategories, ea h of whi h are interesting problem in themselves. As mentioned in the introdu tion, a typi al experiment set-up onsist of ele trodes, hemisorbed spe ies, bridging
mole ules, redox enters embedded in the bridging units and ele trolytes or solvents intera ting with the redox. Hen e, the problems onstituting the sub- ategories, in keeping
with the various omponents mentioned above, an be viewed as follows: Obtaining the
ee t of the redox enter on the ondu tan e of the bridging wire and understanding the
ee t of the adsorbate spe ies on the ele tron transfer. Chapters 2 and 3, address the rst
question wherein the ondu tan e of a simple bridging mole ular units with a single redox
enter is al ulated along with the I-V proles. In hapter 2, the results obtained from the
analysis of a simple system of two ele trodes onne ted by a mole ular wire with redox
enter was presented. By varying re-organisation energies and oupling strengths, it was
shown that interesting features like urrent re ti ation, extended plateaus in I-V prole
and negative dierential resistan e an be observed. Additionally, the possibility of su h
a system to model ele troni spe tros opy at onstant bias is also mentioned. In hapter
3, the spe i ase of ele tron transfer from redox to a single ele trode was addressed. An
expli t expression for the rate of ele tron transfer, whi h is voltage dependent, is derived
and the ee t of altering various energies and oupling strengths is analysed. The results
presented shows the ee t of ompetition between resonan e dominated tunneling and
the solvation of the redox.
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The spe i question of the ee t of the hemisorbed spe ies on the ele tron transfer
is analysed in hapter 4 wherein metalli adsorbates are allowed to settle on the surfa e
of a ele trode with dierent overages and the formalism derived remains valid from a
single adsorbate to a mono-layer regime. The results were ompared with the standard
results obtained from pre-existing formalism for single adsorbate mediated ele tron transfer as a limiting ase he k. As expe ted heuristi ally, the low overage results from the
al ulations exhibited behaviour as predi ted by earlier formalisms developed for handling lone adsorbates. The high overage results were ommensurate with results from
dire t ele tron transfer due to a metallization of adlayer. Hen e, the derived formalism
bridges both the earlier existing formalisms, and is valid for full intermediate regions.
The ee t of fra tional drop in overpotential a ross the ele trode-adsorbate interfa e is
also presented. The signi an e of this drop in determining the overall nature of the
urrent-voltage prole is also highlighted.

In all the al ulations presented so far, the polarisation modes are onsidered as
lassi al os illators. An extension of these al ulations to quantum modes, is expe ted to
give additional stru tures in the urrent-voltage prole. One of the possible intera tions
whi h has not been onsidered is the intera tion of mole ular ele troni jun tion with
radiation eld. The radiation eld intera tion is a plausible and less-expolored andidate
for ontrolling the operation. Opti al swit hing and laser ontrol of su h devi es are
experimentally realised and, even though, the ee t of these on ondu tion properties
were experimentally studied, a full theory is yet to be formalised.

Ee ts of ele tron-ele tron intera tion and polarization mode anharmoni ity remain
to be analysed in future works. The presen e of stereo hemi al hanges, and its ee t
on urrent through mole ular jun tions, is a potential andidate for further works. This
question annot be dealt at present, be ause the experimental information available on
stereo hemi al hanges brought about by applied bias is substantially limited. With
onstant advan es in experimental apabilities, the above mentioned question will re eive
the required attention in near future. On a nal note, some of the newest experimental
areas, like utilizing urrent in mole ular jun tion to ee t hemi al transformation, bond
breaking and jun tion heating with asso iated thermal transport have their theoreti al
formalism still at a nas ent level. These are some of the suitable andidates that require
further investigation.
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